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Humiria balsamifera with botanical assistant John Tawjoeran
This type of vegetation also occurs on the ‘Threshold’, a ridge of somewhat higher hills
south of ‘4-Gebroeders’, which blocks the view towards the Southern part of the
Sipaliwini savanna..
The spatial distribution of the SHRUB WOODLAND vegetation can be seen in our
TRANSECT chapter (elsewhere on this site). It is prominently present in Transect B,
represented by legend nr. 2 + 3.
In essence it is a low and rather open type of forest. For that reason it has not been
incorporated in our TABLES (see VEGETATION) with their focus on the continuum of
typical grassland communities.
It is an even more xerophytic and deciduous type of forest, lower structured as well, than
that bordering the great savanna to the West (provisionally classified as Semi-evergreen
Seasonal Forest).
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Apart from the herb layer our SHRUB WOODLAND may be classified as a Deciduous
Seasonal Forest, Type III according to Beard (1944 b) and shown in a profile diagram in
‘The Tropical Rain Forest’ by Richards (1964).

The TREELET VEGETATION on the ‘toes’ of the’ 4-Gebroeders’ mountains, grading
into the savanna proper has been described and analysed by using a forestry line count
method, bypassing our usual Braun-Blanquet, phytosociological method. The complete
data and further analysis will be published on this site at a later stage.
For the time being we like to characterise this distinct type of vegetation as Formation
type V. Please see’ Oldenburger, Norde and Riezebos (1973): Ecological Investigations
on the Vegetation of the Sipaliwini Savanna Area’, tab Vegetation.

Himatanthus articulatus
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A list of plant species is added.
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Simarouba amara
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